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THE ‘R&D’ DILEMMA: WHILE ‘D’ IS TEMPTING,
ONLY THE ‘R’ WILL EARN YOU THE DOCTORATE.
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LET`S WORK WITH AN EXAMPLE

THE ‘R&D’ DILEMMA: WHILE ‘D’ IS
TEMPTING, ONLY THE ‘R’ WILL EARN
YOU THE DOCTORATE.
IT`S ALL ABOUT THE FOCUS
We o2en see doctoral students struggle as they do not
clearly understand what the focus of their doctoral research
is actually about. This is notable for those who carry out
their research within their work environment and is linked to
a workplace-based problem.
This struggle o2en seems to stem from one of the following
situaIons:
(1) a research-problem, research-quesIon, research
outcome expectaIon miss-match,
(2) a soluIon bias and lack of understanding of what
consItutes a problem, or
(3) the R&D dilemma.
All of the three appear to be inter-linked and are at their
most dangerous for a students’ progression once combined.
In this whitepaper we discuss the R&D dilemma to
understand how it can inhibit a student’s progression, and
what students can do to resolve it.
What exactly is the R&D dilemma?
The dilemma in this situaIon, and as depicted in Figure 1, is
not in R&D in itself, but in the weight and focus students
place on the development (‘D’). The ‘R’ is then o2en geared
towards researching on what sort of D (‘R-on-D’) will need
to be done to get to the desired soluIon (‘S’)

As a concrete example, let’s say that the problem faced is an
employee performance management system (‘PMS’) that is
not working as expected. Therefore, the desired outcome
(‘O') of any D would be to work towards a fully funcIoning
employee PMS.
In this situaIon, the most obvious research quesIon (‘RQ’)
would be:

“How can we design a working
performance management system?”
And a more detailed RQ of the previous RQ would be: “How
can we design a working performance management system
(PMS) that does not have the problems the current PMS
has?” An even more detailed sub-RQ would be: “What
problems does the current PMS have?”. Taking a look on
how the same problem would be approached from R, the
research perspecIve. The problem faced is a non-working
PMS. Therefore, the most obvious RQ would be: “Why is the
PMS not working?” And a more detailed RQ of the previous
RQ would be: “What elements of the PMS do not produce
the expected results?” An even more detailed sub-RQs
would be: “What are the issues that are creaIng the
nonworking elements? How do working and non-working
elements compare and relate to each other? and How are
the respecIve stakeholders impacted by this?” Looking at
the above two examples it becomes quite clear how the D
and R foci respecIvely take your research into very diﬀerent
direcIons?
Why then do students engage in D?
There are a variety of reasons. Amongst those we o2en
observe are:
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Figure 1 - The R&D RelaIon (from a doctoral study perspecIve)
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As in business, students, like most of us, are framed by
delivering quick ﬁxes, rapid soluHons, disrupHve innovaHons,
and the like. This tends to also frame how people see the
way research will work.

As Figure 2 shows, doing R next to D and R-on-D is – in
principle – feasible, as long as you, as the researcher, are
aware of the duality of your acHons. You are as much a
pracHHoner as you are a researcher and have the command
of the respecHve vocabulary.

Should I then do R without D?
Let’s ﬂip that quesHon a bit: Can you do R without D? If the
answer is ‘yes’, then ask yourself: What is the moHvaHon
and beneﬁt to also carry out D? Once you have the answer,
reach out to your supervisor, peers and the like and discuss
why you should be doing both.
And while the ‘yes’ answer is a quite straight forward case,
all others possible answers are perhaps not. Let’s say that
you are tasked to ﬁx the PMS in your workplace as this is a
duty of your posiHon you hold. The quesHon then would be:
Can you do D without compromising R? Is there anything
that is prevenHng you from doing D, R-on-D as well as R,
angles? Is it possible for you, as a pracHHoner, to work with
your team and the related stakeholders to try resolving the
PMS issue the D and R-on-D way? And if so, what then
would be holding you back to approach the same PMS issue
from a R perspecHve at the same Hme?
Take a look at Figure 2 below to see how R and D might be
brought together within one combined research context.
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Figure 2 – SystemaHc combinaHon of R, D and R-on-D
Sources:
Deming PDCA Cycle hYps://www.deming.org/explore/p-ds-a
AcHon Research Cycle hYps://www.study.sagepub.com/coghlanandbranick/student-resources/author-qa-videos

As an example, the Deming PCDA cycle is well known in the
business world, as is the AcHon Research Cycle in scienHﬁc
research. Therefore, you might want to aYempt applying
both in parallel and where each has a dedicated focus.
In doing so, this may allow for a common vocabulary and
shared views to facilitate your role as a researcher in your
organisaHon and to communicate with your development
focused colleagues to align your R with their D and R-on-D
eﬀorts.
If you want to learn more about the Doctoral research and
the R&D dilemma, the webinar slide-decks, replays and
forthcoming live sessions can be found in our webinar
sec+on.
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DOCTORATE HUB IS YOUR PARTNER DURING YOUR
DOCTORATE JOURNEY AND BEYOND
WHAT DOCTORATE HUB CAN DO FOR YOU
DoctorateHub is an exclusive and thriving community of prac99oners that are on their
pathway to establish themselves as doctoral scholars.
It is the space for professional doctoral prac99oners to connect and to meet up in the
virtual and physical world thereby allowing overcoming one of the main challenges of the
doctoral journey: being on one’s own without a peer network with whom to connect.
The doctoral journey is long and lonely, and unlike undergraduate and graduate programs,
the doctoral students largely struggle to ﬁnd and engage with doctoral peers. The
DoctorateHub aDempts to address this and to provide complementary support to
professional doctoral prac99oners that work towards a doctorate.

CONTACT US
DoctorateHub
info@doctoratehub.com
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